Release Info
With this newly-released fourth studio album, “The
Heart Collector”, GODEX have taken a new direction.
Whereas the previous albums were produced by the
singer and mastermind of GODEX, Tommy Tom himself,
for “The Heart Collector” the band brought in notable
and prominent help. For no one less than the production
legend, Siggi Bemm, took over the musical direction.
The two months of work at the Woodhouse Studios has
really paid off. Siggi, who has worked with, among
others, artists such as Tiamat, Lindenberg and Maffay, has
wonderfully summed up the band’s musical expression.
Starting with a concertante, classic introduction GODEX,
straight away with their first song,the album’s title track,
develop their fantastic hit potential and captivate the
listener from the word go.
With no-nonsense Gothic Rock, “The Heart Collector”
wins over those who know the scene and immediately
reminds us of the heydays of HIM and then continues with a mid-tempo number that brims over with
emotion and carries the listener off into the melodic, melancholic Goth Rock world of GODEX. Sometimes
rock-like, sometimes sentimentally sad and moving, the listener will experience an album a cut above the rest
that leads from one highlight to the next. Alongside classic ballads and catchy up-tempo songs, the album
also contains the ultimate anthem “Glory Glitter and Gold”. Using shuffled rhythm, modern sounds and
danceable loops, GODEX have created a great classic that can keep up with comparable anthems such as
“Wind of Change” by the Scorpions or Pink Floyd’s “The Wall”.
And so the musical journey continues. The delicate and lyrical “Hopes and Dreams”, followed by the fast and
harder “The Frozen One” will enchant the listener and reveal singer Tommy Tom’s fragile inner life whose
distinctive voice gives the whole piece a truly special touch.
The album is rounded off by the warm and lively sound of Siggi Bemm who has created here a masterpiece
drawing on the great Woodhouse albums such as Theatre of Tragedy’s “Aegis” or Tiamat’s “Wildhoney”. The
production is full of energy and enthusiasm and so clearly sets itself apart from anything else out there at the
moment. The spirit of the 70s combined with present day maturity leaves nothing to be desired.
Summed up, “The Heart Collector” contains 14 songs that in one perfect structure illustrate GODEX’
versatility and conclusively establishes GODEX as a new star in the universe of music.
„The Heart Collector“ will be released on 5th May 2017.

